The Dream of Life
Infinite love is the only truth and everything else is illusion. I think a lot of us view this as some kind of
afterlife situation and not possible in our current realm of circumstances. We think that once we die
then it will be possible for us to experience this infinite love and no matter what happens here on earth
we will be free of to live out eternity in love. I find this a bit amusing in how far we must go to lie to
ourselves about who we are and what is possible for us. Although very true there are many of us among
us who have had near death experiences and tell us of the deep indescribable love that fills them as they
lay clinically dead somewhere. On our journey through life there are benevolent and malevolent beings
that have come to some of us as supernatural in nature. Religions have spawned around the ideals that
we must worship these beings either for evil or good. It is always based upon the duality of good and
evil where each type of worshiper seeks a reward in present and afterlife for their deeds of good or evil.
The duality that is going on, good and evil, is a
duality based upon fiction or a dream rather
than simple truth of love. We are taught or
rather indoctrinated to do these deeds of good
or evil so that we will be judged in a certain
way. Of course those doing evil do not expect
that they will be at all punished for what they
do, because they are good servants and will be
rewarded. On the flip side those doing good see
that they are being rewarded in present life
with a good bounty of food and in some cases
blessed with a level of wealth, whatever level
that might be. It is always about comparing
oneself to other people trying to see what you have and they don’t. Like they are rich and yet they are
so unhappy, thus I am poor, but I have a lot of happiness, so I must be blessed by the LORD as many may
say. The rich look at the poor and say we are so well off and blessed by the LORD and all these poor
people just aren’t as “gifted” as I am with money, it is a genetic thing in that I must have better genes
than them.
We rationalize away so many things to the idea that we are all going to be judged and just to leave
things be as people are judged or blessed by their works, good or evil, in present and the afterlife,
leaving me, myself and I to be concerned with only things that concern my well being. Family is
secondary in a lot of ways as children and wives are considered second class citizens in many ways in
many cultures around the world. In fact in Law children are considered outright to be chattel property.
Oh yes that word property again. Property exists only in absence of love and understanding who we
are. Everything becomes a thing and thus it has properties associated with it, such as names, titles and
other descriptive information. The well being of a thing is self evident in that it is either dead or on its
way to being dead and if it is alive how can I make it my property to enslave it and if it is dead how can I

make use of it to justify my own reality of seeing everything as a thing? We use dead trees to make our
housing with after we kill the tree of course. We take from nature in many ways killing the ecosystems
to create for ourselves a thing which we can call our property. Yet good and evil are merely a matter of
perspective right?
Let me let you in on a little known reality, We are One. In of that statement everything that we do that
is in disharmony of life creates a disharmony in us, to the extent of causing our own destruction
eventually, so we can return back to infinite love and be in harmony with all life once again.
Disharmonic structures are destroyed naturally by nature, have you ever noticed that? Look at what
would happen if we did not do any road repairs; the roads simply are destroyed over time by nature.
We are so mighty that we make use of atomic bombs displaying our destructive power, creating
incredible disharmony, so nature simply does what it can to filter out the deadly radioactivity over time,
but in doing so it also disperses the particles all over the earth so there is nowhere to hide from the
deadly particles one might have released in the environment. If you get cancer from it and die well,
guess you won’t be dropping more atomic bombs on the earth then eh?
So harmonic based systems allow for life and disharmonic
based systems bring about destruction. The only reason
disharmony exists is that we have been conditioned to
center our perspective on the “I” (all Seeing Eye of ego),
rather than the perspective of we are all one with all that
exists. The perspective of the “I”, is centered on the idea
of everything being a thing and thus property as per LORD
God saying he was the owner of all of earth and thus
everything upon it in Exodus 19:5, followed up of course
with his slave laws in Exodus 21. All law is about enslaving
those to the ruling class. It ensures that all the wealth is
pushed to the ruling class in that they own everything as rulers over the slaves. The only way this keeps
going is if you can convince the slaves to only see from the ego I perspective in terms of being rewarded
for their deeds presently or in the afterlife to keep the ideas of good and evil going, which of course
good and evil are relative terms in how you see yourself “I’ ego, within the world. You are made to work
so hard for those titles and honours, yet none of it is about love is it? Really where does the love fit in to
slaving?
So nature has limits on how much it can repair and do over time, much like we do in healing our bodies.
If we injure ourselves too severely we simply die, much as it is with earth. So why is it so natural that
earth creates harmonious systems where all life benefits and we don’t? In the end we self destroy
ourselves by being too far out of balance with each other and our environment. It is merely again ego
driven realities based upon fear that are driving this. Fear is an illusion that in of itself creates a duality
to justify fear. Love the opposite of fear and fear is about “We” and harmony. Thus which do you think
has the greater power, fear or love? In truth all that you see is an illusion, we are love. Our bodies, the
earth and Universe all come from love. It is why everything you see is created out of harmonious
structures. Ego likes to see the structures alone and see the mathematical principles as all has a value

rather than from the perspective of love and truth all is harmonious or is returned to love so it may try
again and again until love learns to express itself as love within the dream of life. Life comes from love,
it can’t come from hate. Darkness exists as a form of ego and it is completely parasitic in all of its
actions, thus it needs a host to survive. So darkness creates other dimensions to hide from love, but in
doing so only is hiding from itself in a total fear based reality. It appears to us as a duality, but it really
isn’t, it is just a place where fear goes as it is a point of fear rather than infinite love, to trick itself into
thinking it is not love; but the fabric of its existence although darkness, is still love. Love does not judge
and eventually all that fears is destroyed and returned to love.
I think mostly this is what 2012 is really about in that either we return to loving ourselves and all that
exists and being within all that exists as the creators and co creators or we are absorbed by our own
destruction back into love. Yes, no? This is where judgement comes into play. I think that those who
believe that they must be judged and live in fear will be offered a choice upon their free will to stay
there and thus move along with the parasites and those of us who want to create the dream of life for
ourselves will move into our own universes where we can be part of each other as individuals and as a
whole creating the dream of life in harmonious and beautiful ways. Rather than looking at the mirror to
help us to create, which causes the inversion, we look to from within and create from that stillness of
infinite love. The mirror is a crutch in that we look into it to experience creation from the perspective of
the ego, I created this that or the other thing. And thus the mirror gives all the power of creation to the
parasites as that is the foundation of the ego. I know it is hard to picture the mirror but perhaps this
would help.

Imagine yourself sitting on a pristine grassy hill overlooking a
beautiful valley. You see the butterflies, trees and all the animals
doing their thing in harmony around you. To look in the mirror is to
look at the creatures as being separate from you, that is the mirror
perspective. So instead of looking at them from that perspective,
look within yourself and find that essence of creative love within you
and see how all that is around you is simply coming from you and
them in a harmonious animation of life. It is called empathy not
seeing as much as knowing you are co creating with them and
creating them that you are one with all of them and all that exists.
You do not need to use the mirror to create you give free will to all
parts of you to create with you. There is no judging as to who
created the best of what, just that each was allowed to create an
experience for themselves and share that with you within one
harmonious creation.

I wrote an article a while back about the mirror trying to
explain it. But the mirror is part of us too and we are
not slaves to it. We give the mirror life by giving it our
attention through our ego “I”. We give life because we
are life. Love is the life force of all that exists and
permeates all that exists as a unified field. Vibrations
are illusions that we make within love to create our
dream realities within; thus although the vibrations can
be quantified and valued yet the fabric is still love. The
mind cannot see things the way the heart can and thus
is fixated on the mirror. This allows for the mind to
create in the absence of love, which is creation without
the knowing that you are one with all that has been
created. Rather the mind runs in fear of creation
desperately trying to hold dominion over it, only to be in
an endless struggle of suppressing free will rather than
allow for free will and giving life and being life to all that
exists. Quite a different perspective love is eh?
As a side note, when I do healings with people that are based upon personality and beliefs, I always run
into an area of the mind that has many millions of pictures being projected on a wall and mirrors all over
the floor trying to reshape the information coming to them from the infinite. It is about keeping
perspective of the mirror rather than the perspective of infinite love. Of course I dissolve mirrors and
watch what images are being projected and send love to into the images that are based on fear. Then I
see a lot of stress being released by the body as the mind and body are connected as the illusion within
the dream of life. I have a lot of helper with this as well as I get other dimensional guides that come in
and help me through these things. I really just simply being one with them and the individual for the
most part and act as a channel between the dimensions and focusing intent on healing, the guides do
most of the work as they have a higher dimension of perspective than I do, but again it is done in
oneness as I am as much of the guide as the guide is me. I have read about some people who can do
operations on people as well, simply using the mind and no instruments. Maybe someday I will do that
too, but I really get squeamish at the site of blood, although scanning people’s bodies doesn’t seem to
bother me.
So realizing we are one rather than I and having a crutch mirror create our realities for us is where we
are going. To be one with all and be everywhere and nowhere in the dream of life creating harmony
and love based realities to experience life within. Some call it the 5th dimension and I am not sure that is
accurate or not. The mirror or mind has created a reality based on the heavens tricking people into
thinking that other dimensions of the illusion are all that there is. It is illusion. It is when you can step
outside of the illusion and sense and create from the oneness we are that we are centered and not using
the mirror as a crutch. There is no fear there and we can be anywhere we want at moments thought or
be everywhere at a moment’s thought or nowhere etc. It is about free will and love.

I know that what I wrote here is beyond the capacity of some to comprehend and to others they know
exactly what I mean. I think that it is not a matter of judging others in what they believe or feel, it is
merely a path I have chosen and share with others. Perhaps my path connects with some and not with
others, it is just a path and we are free to create our own destruction or our own paradise collectively
and individually. Perhaps over life times those of us caught in fear simply experience enough of the
illusion to not fear it anymore and release our fear and go into this mode of oneness and love? The
mirror is like an open flame to a moth. You are attracted to it by fear and ego. Fear creates disharmony
and the mirror creates enough disharmony to the point where you are forced to return to love. Once
we stop giving our power away to the mirror and create harmony from within and out, by non
judgement we become free of the mirror and all of its trappings as we want all life to be at its highest
potential so we might experience the bliss that comes through that joy of bliss.
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